American personalities in a visit to Cairo tourist attractions at the invitation of Jehan Sadat and Dr. Zahi Hawass

A group of former ministers, intellectuals and politicians from America arrived in Cairo on Tuesday at the invitation of Mrs. Jehan Sadat, wife of late President Anwar Sadat and Egyptian archaeologist Dr. Zahi Hawass. The visit was arranged by Archaeological Paths company.

Mrs. Sadat met with the American delegation at her home in Cairo and discussed the security and safety in Egypt. She asked them to convey to their friends, families and media the true picture of the security enjoyed by tourists in Egypt.

The Egyptian archaeologist Dr. Zahi Hawass gave a lecture to the group of American visitors in front of the statue of the Sphinx, explaining how the pyramids were built, how the Sphinx was sculpted and information about the life of Pyramid Builders who carried out this national project during the Pharaonic era. The group also visited the city and the tombs of the builders of the pyramids in Giza.

Dr. Zahi Hawass told Al-Ahram Gate that this group of prominent figures in America will convey an important message about safety and the real situation in Egypt to the American people and the media.